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I. GENERAL DETAILS 

 
The 2022 Regional Scout Youth Forum for Visayas was held at Yapak, Boracay Island, 
Aklan 
 
The participants of the Forum were: 
 
 

 OFFICIAL VOTING DELEGATES FOR WESTERN VISAYAS REGION 

# NAME COUNCIL 

1 JASON PAUL G. MENDEZ NEGROS OCCIDENTAL 

2 PAUL VINCENT TIRADOR ILOILO (CONFESOR)  

3 MIZPAH ADRIELLE ACERO ANTIQUE 

4 ANGELI ESTELLA MARIZ DUENO CAPIZ 

5 CHRISHA BELLE D. JANAS AKLAN 

6 JEFF LORAINNE G. GUILENIO GUIMARAS 

 

 OFFICIAL VOTING DELEGATES FOR EASTERN VISAYAS REGION 

# NAME COUNCIL 

1 KIRSTEN ERICA A. TEQUILLO CEBU 

2 THERESE ERLYN B. NAPULI CEBU 

3 KENJI T. CELINO BILIRAN 

4 CHRIS JERRY P. BLANCO BOHOL 

5 JOHN ANDREW B. ATON BOHOL 

6 DAN CLAUDE A. BONIFACIO NEGROS ORIENTAL-SIQUIJOR 

 
 

 OFFICIAL OBSERVERS FOR WESTERN VISAYAS REGION 

# NAME COUNCIL 

1 JOYLYN P. CONCEPCION BACOLOD 

2 GAVEN FLETCHER DANIELES AKLAN 



 

 OFFICIAL OBSERVERS FOR EASTERN VISAYAS REGION 

# NAME COUNCIL 

1 MARK VINCENT J. ENOJO NEGROS ORIENTAL-SIQUIJOR 

2 PRINCESS HARAH CAMILLIAH T. 
FERRAREN 

NEGROS ORIENTAL-SIQUIJOR 
 

 
 
There were a total of sixteen (16) participants to the Scout Youth Forum. From the 
total number of the participants, twelve (12) were voting delegates and four (04) were 
observers. 

 
 

In addition to the participants, the following constituted the Organizing Committee of 
the Forum: 
 

PATNUBAY, Mary Seantheim Chillin A. 
Chairperson 
Regional Scout Representative for Visayas 
Aklan Council 
 
CAPANAS, Johann Sebastian S. 
Vice Chairman 
Regional Scout Representative, EVR 
Cebu Council 

 
REGALA, Mika Grace V. 
Secretary 
Council Scout Representative 
Negros Occidental Council 

 
GOLEZ, Israel Hans S. 
Member 
Regional Scout Representative 
Iloilo (Confesor) Council 
 
NAVARRO, Toby Gabriel G. 
Member 
Organizing Committee Secretary for the EVR RSFY 2022 
Cebu Council 

 
 
 
 



 

II. PROGRAM 
 
April 22, 2022 marks the kickoff of the National Scout Youth Forum for Visayas at 
Yapak, Boracay Island, Aklan.  
 
1300H, prior to the Opening Ceremonies, a staff briefing and last minute preparations 
were conducted. Simultaneously, the 16 participants of the 2022 NSYF for Western 
Visayas together with the staff,accompanying adults, Brgy. Officials attended the 
Opening Ceremony. 
 
At 1330H the Opening Ceremony started with Ms. Janice Q. Cartago as the master of 
ceremony. The invocation was then led by Sct. Beatrice Novie Lozada from Capiz 
Council, WVR. Duly followed by imbibing patriotism and nationalism through the 
singing of Philippine National Anthem led to us by Sct. Jude Enrique Capanas from 
Cebu Council, EVR.  

 
Sct. Toby Gabriel G. Navavrro led the Pledge of  Allegiance to the Philippine Flags 
followed by the Rededication to the Scout Oath and Law by Sct. Israel Hans Golez of 
Iloilo (Confesor) Council, the Recitation of the BSP Mission and Vision by Sct. Mika 
Grace Regala of Negros Occidental Council, then the Senior Scout Code by Sct. Johann 
Sebastian Capanas of Cebu Council. 
 
The Regional Scout Representative of Visayas, recognized the guests and participants 
and gave a welcome speech Mary Seantheim Chillin A. Patnubay. Hon. Jay E. Tejada, 
Council Chairman of Aklan Council, and the Regional Chairman of the WVR-RESCOM 
and Hon. Hector A. Casidsid, Brgy. Captain of Brgy. Yapak, Malay, Aklan delivered the 
welcome remarks 
 
The SK  Chairman of Brgy. Yapak, Malay, Aklan Jinky T. Manalo gave her inspirational 
message which was followed by the keynote Address delivered by the Vice-President 
for Visayas, NEB, BSP, Hon. Francis Frederick P. Palanca. As the Opening Ceremony 
came to a conclusion, a vote of thanks was delivered by the Regional Scout Director, 
WVR, BSP, DIR. Michael A. Indoma. A Photo Opportunity procured shortly afterwards. 
 
The Ceremony was followed by a Learning session. The Organizing Committee 
Chairperson, ES Mary Seantheim Chillin A. Patnubay  introduced the speaker of the 
Learning Session 1: Guidelines in the conduct of scout youth forum by FA Miguel 
Manipon.  Afterwards, Learning Session 2: Forum 101 was discussed by none other 
than the Regional Scout Representative of Luzon, Sct. Kurt James Qiambao. For the 
Learning Session 3: Keeping Scouts Safe from Harm was then discussed by the Regional 
Scout Representative of the Visayas Region and Chairperson of the Organizing 
Committee, ES Mary Seantheim Chillin A. Patnubay of Aklan Council.After the 3rd 
Learning Session, there was a 10 minute break. During the breaktime, the Chairman 
of the Steering Committee instructed the body to check the google drive sent in the 
official GC and announced the groups. 
 



The First Plenary Session was presided by the Regional Scout Representative of the 
Visayas Region and Chairperson of the Organizing Committee, ES Mary Seantheim 
Chillin A. Patnubay of Aklan Council. The agenda during the session were the selection 
of topics for discussion and the Adoption of the Rules and Procedures, Election of the 
Forum Officials (Steering Committee), and the First Reading. 

 
The following were elected as the forum officials, constituting the Steering 
Committee: 
 

Chairperson: Jason Paul Mendez- Negros occidental Council, WVR 
Vice-chairperson: Kirsten Erica A. Tequillo-Cebu Council,EVR 
Secretary: Chrisha Belle Janas- Aklan.WVR 
Member: Mark Vincent Enojo 
   :Kenji Celino 

 
As there are no matters to be taken, the first plenary session adjourned.  
 
For the Second Plenary Session, the Organizing Committee relinquished the 
succeeding proceedings of the forum to the newly constituted Steering Committee 
headed by ES Jason Paul Mendez of Negros Occidental Council. The agenda during the 
session presentation of aforementioned topics’ resolutions. 
 
The Third Plenary Session was presided over by the Vice Chairman of the Steering 
Committee, ES Kirsten Erica A. Tequillo of Cebu Council. The agenda for the session 
was deliberation of the resolutions of each of the discussion crews.   
 
During the Fourth Plenary Session,the body convened with the Steering Committee 
after the presentation of newly formulated resolutions in order to finalise the 
revisions set forth in the preceding plenary sessions. The body together with the forum 
officials encoded their adopted resolutions via Powerpoint Presentation and Google 
Docs. 
 
By the Fifth Plenary Session, the presiding officer was the RSR for Visayas, ES Mary 
Seantheim Chillin A. Patnubay. The agenda for the session was the approval of the 
minutes of the 4th Plenary Session and Election of Regional Scout Representatives and 
NSYF Delegates. 
 
After the elections, a 15 minute break. Once the break was resumed, the Closing 
Program was conducted with a short message from the Regional Scout Director of the 
Western Visayas Region and the reflection of the participants. The challenge and 
acceptance was also included for the closing program. 

 
For a detailed report as to the proceedings of the Forum, the minutes of the five (5) 
plenary sessions are hereby attached for reference. 

 
 
 



 
 

II. ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 
a. Issues Taken Up 

 
CHILDREN IN ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES  
- Empowering the Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL) with appropriate 
support to properly transition back into society 
- Teaching Scouting Skills and ideals to Children under Poverty 

 
YOUTH FORUM INITIATIVES 
- Mandating Scouting Units and Councils to properly implement the present 
Scout Youth Forum Guidelines 
-Official gazette of the National Scout Youth Forum  for Boy Scout of the 
Philippines 
  
NEW SCOUTING EVENTS 
-Scouts’ Orientation on Voter Education (SOVE) 
 

 ADVANCEMENT INITIATIVES 
 -TEAM: The Eagle Association of Mentors 

 
NECKERCHIEF GUIDELINES 
-Updating the Custom Neckerchief Guidelines 

 
 

b. Approved Resolutions 
 
NSYF Visayas resolution No. 01 

(S) Subject: Empowering the Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL) 

with appropriate support to properly transition back into society 

(P) Problem/s: 

WHEREAS CICLs compose a significant number of the Youth today, however, 

the situation and struggles of CICLs are not well-known and are quite hard to 

understand for most people, even to us Scouts. There is very minimal 

assistance or help given directly to CICLs, especially when they leave their 

Rehabilitation Centers and rejoin society. 

WHEREAS newly released CICLs lack the capacity to find the resources they 

require to continue their rehabilitation and actualize their goals and aspirations. 

These CICL youth have just been released from isolated Rehabilitation 

Centers, where they found effective support and hope for 6-18 months. Thus, 

they feel immense fear and anxiety when they return to their previous, often 

marginalized, and impoverished environment where they face difficult 



challenges in finding the right opportunities to be able to continue towards 

positive change. 

WHEREAS research shows that juvenile recidivism generally accounts for 

approximately 20% of the CICLs. When CICL youth are integrated back into 

their communities, they are monitored by their barangay, just for a few months, 

with minimal assistance only. Due to lack of funds and limited capacity, they 

often revert back to their old ways and end up re-adjudicated or become 

recidivists. 

WHEREAS there are readily available resources from government agencies, 

NGOs, private institutions, and well-meaning people that can address the 

CICLs’ concerns and needs but it’s scattered and disconnected. It would be 

difficult for an average CICL to find and discover which agency and/or institution 

they can go to. 

WHEREAS there is a need for a centralized mechanism that collates the 

resources and makes them more available to CICLs in order to capacitate them 

after they are released from the Rehabilitation Centers. Such a system is hoped 

to be responsive to CICLs’ concerns and will serve as a guide or a bridge 

between them and the pathway towards their goals and aspirations. 

 

(E) Existing Project/s: 

1.       Halfway Houses such as “Bahay Pag-asa”: Bahay Pag-asa centers 

are child-caring institutions built to offer short-term rehabilitation and 

intervention to CICLs or those who await court disposition. Under the Juvenile 

Justice and Welfare Act, these facilities are established and run by local 

government units. 

(A) Agencies Involved: 

1.       Boy Scouts of the Philippines 

2.       DSWD Rehabilitation Centers for Youth 

3.       Government Agencies (DOLE, TESDA, DAR, DOST, DOH,   

DepEd, etc. through their mandates)  

4.       Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) 

5.       Educational, Medical, and/or Legal Institutions 

 

A sample containing several resource offices from Cebu, which can easily be 

accessible by CICLs, is attached with this document, listed as Annex A. 

 

(R) Resolution/s: 

RESOLVED THAT Local Councils will create a help-center committee, dubbed 

as “Tulay ng Pagbabago”, that will bridge the CICL’s needs and concerns to 



the right resources and capacitate them when they leave the Rehabilitation 

Centers. To accommodate on a case-to-case basis, Tulay ng Pagbabago will 

refer CICLs to the appropriate government agencies, NGOs, or private 

institutions which can provide help, depending on their concerns such as skills 

training, education, employment, health, counseling, legal aid, etc. In 

accordance with our mandate under the law “to promote through organization 

and cooperation with other agencies”— a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 

will be signed between Tulay ng Pagbabago and the agencies involved, where 

a focal person will act as a liaison. The CICL’s identities and information will be 

kept private and confidential until waived. 

RESOLVED THAT the committee will use several platforms such as a main 

telephone number, a cellphone number, a Facebook page, an email, and the 

Local Council’s mailing address for written letters. This information will be 

placed in a calling card to be given to the CICL upon release from the 

Rehabilitation Center. 

RESOLVED THAT the committee of the Tulay ng Pagbabago will consist of at 

least 10 volunteers from scouting units who have been thoroughly oriented and 

trained by the DSWD Rehabilitation Center in handling and interacting with the 

CICLs. In return, these volunteer scouts will be enriched as they journey higher 

to become Eagle Scouts. The volunteers in the Tulay ng Pagbabago committee 

will form a permanent group and serve for a term of 12 months.  

RESOLVED THAT the Boy Scouts of the Philippines as stated in their oath 

promised to help other people at all times, especially those in need. In 

particular, the newly released CICLs, our fellow youth, are the ones who badly 

need such help and guidance to be able to continue towards positive change, 

especially when such CICLs, while in the Rehabilitation Centers or after 

referring them to scouting units, have become scouts themselves. 

RESOLVED THAT more efforts will be made to advocate for CICLs and make 

their situations and needs more well-known through information campaigns 

conducted occasionally within Local Councils. This will also encourage more 

scouts to understand them and help their cause. 

 

NSYF Visayas resolution No. 02 

(S) Subject: Official Gazette of the National Scout Youth Forum for Boy  

Scout of the Philippines 

 

(P) Problem 

WHEREAS, the post forum report is not visible and accessible by other scouts 

aside from those involved. Only the organizing committee and the steering 

committee, along with the regional committee and the national office are the 

one’s only involved in the formulation of the post forum report; 



WHEREAS, some instances that scouts duplicate the same resolutions without 

knowing that those resolutions were already approved and implemented. in the 

National Scout Youth forum for Visayas. Time is wasted because instead of 

making new policies and programs, some resolutions that are addressed are 

already discussed and some are already implemented; 

 

WHEREAS, Some scouts are not well versed in making effective and relevant 

resolutions. 

 

(E)Existing Projects  

 

● Post Forum Report 

● BSP Official Facebook page 

● Official Gazette of the senate 

  

(A) Agencies Involved  

● Boy Scouts of the Philippines (Regional, Council) 

 

(R) RESOLUTIONS 

 

RESOLVED THAT, Official Gazette of the National Scout Youth Forum for Boy 

Scouts of the Philippines will become visible and accessible through an online 

website. The official gazette for the scouts will be similar in format and modality 

with the official gazette of the senate. The official gazette will have a context 

for all the files that had been approved from the national scope of the forum. 

English language will only be used in the text; 

 

RESOLVED THAT, scouts may be able to prevent duplication of making 

effective policies for the Boy Scout of the Philippines. Through this, forum will 

not become redundant and may able to construct new and ‘out of the box’ 

resolutions; 

 

RESOLVED FURTHER THAT, these approved resolutions would be visible by 

the other scouts, in this way, it can help those scouts who are not well versed 

in crafting resolutions along with those scouts who are having difficulty in 

creating effective and relevant resolutions. 

 
NSYF Visayas resolution No. 03 
 
(S) Subject 
Updating the Custom Neckerchief Guidelines 
 
(P) Problem 
WHEREAS, the Boy Scouts of the Philippines currently have no set guidelines 
for the creation of custom neckerchiefs. Specifically, there are no set 
guidelines for the dimensions and restrictions on designs; 



WHEREAS, the Local Councils of the Boy Scouts of the Philippines currently has 
no mechanism in which they are able to create custom neckerchiefs for official 
and fundraising purposes; 
WHEREAS, individuals and scouting groups such as the Outfits or Scouting 
Organizations who wish to create their own custom neckerchiefs, have little to 
no guidance when it comes to creating them. These scouts may want to create 
neckerchiefs for identity, official status, fundraising activities, or artistic 
expression. 
 
(E) Existing Projects 
Fancy Neckerchiefs from official national events such as the National Scout 
Jamboree. 
 
(A) Agencies Involved 
Boy Scouts of the Philippines 
 
(R) Resolution 
RESOLVED THAT, the National Executive Board under the decision of the body, 
will create a new guideline on custom neckerchiefs. These guidelines will then 
be implemented on the Local and National levels. 
RESOLVED THAT, the guidelines for the creation of custom neckerchiefs are as 
follows: 

● The official dimensions for custom triangle neckerchiefs are 46” wide 
and 22” deep. 

● The design of the neckerchief must (1) not have any offensive material 
and design, (2) not imply the oppression of a minority or a group, and 
(3) not contain any copyrighted material unless allowed by the 
copyright owners. 

● The cloth to be used must (1) be made up of 100% cotton and (2) be 
able to sustain a pulling force of at least 50 kilograms.  

● Custom neckerchiefs may contain patches, prints, and embroideries 
given that these must not contain any plastic or plastic products. 

● The custom neckerchiefs must be able to perform the standard 
function of the scout neckerchiefs such as being able to be used as a 
bandage, and a headcover. 

RESOLVED THAT, a committee will be created, the Neckerchief Review 
Committee (NRC) will be the one to handle any issues regarding the design and 
parameters of custom made neckerchiefs. Local Councils, Groups, and 
Individuals who wish to raise funds from their custom-made neckerchiefs are 
required to submit a digital copy of the design and once approved, a physical 
copy of their custom neckerchiefs to this committee. Individuals and Groups 
who wish to create neckerchiefs for non-monetary reasons may or may not 
submit a physical and digital copy of their custom neckerchiefs to this 
committee. Any complaints and issues regarding these custom neckerchiefs 
are to be handled by this committee. This committee alone has the authority 
to decide whether the issues and complaints have disregarded the guidelines. 



This committee has the power to suspend the usage and sale of custom 
neckerchiefs if they deem it necessary. 
RESOLVED THAT, the members of this committee are to be appointed by the 
National Executive Board and must consist of three (3) Scouts and three (3) 
Scouters. 
RESOLVED THAT, through this resolution, the Boy Scouts of the Philippines will 
promote inclusivity and artistic expression by allowing and providing resources 
to those scouts and local councils who wish to create these custom 
neckerchiefs.  
 

c. Representatives Elected 
 
Scout Jason Paul G. Mendez from Negros Occidental, Western Visayas Council 
- was duly elected during the 5th Plenary Session of the 2022 National Scout 
Youth Forum for Visayas as Regional Scout Representative for Visayas. 

 
  
`  

III. SPECIAL FEATURES 

 
a. Boracay Socials 

After a busy day at the forum, the participants had their Boracay Island Tour. 
They all got to experience the beauty of the white sand beaches of Boracay, 
especially the Puka beach where they all went together. It was a fresh moment 
for everyone. 
 

 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Facilities. The conference room was well ventilated and air-conditioned which allowed 
the participants to work comfortably inside. The tables and chairs that were provided 
for the participants were enough. Overall, the room was ideal for the forum although 
it was a bit small for everyone to fit comfortably. 
 
Equipment. Some of the primary equipment utilised was not that reliable. The sound 
system provided was not that efficient, mainly the microphones. There was a projector 
available for the convenience of the body. 
 
Accommodation. The rooms that we stayed in were just fine however some of the 
bathrooms had no lights which made it difficult for the participants to use. 
 
Food. The food given was indeed pleasing to the palate with drinkable water, coffee, 
tea, hot chocolate and other amenities provided on site. 
 
Discussion. About five (5) to (7) scouts were actively participating in every session 
however this should not be tolerated in the next forum. Each delegate must solicit an 
opinion in every plenary. 



 
Staff. The staff were very accommodating and hospitable which is what every 
participant desires from the organizers. 
 
Forum Adviser. The Forum adviser was very efficient, kind and is very knowledgeable 
about what he is doing. 
 
Organizing Committee. The Organizing Committee was very effective, disciplined and 
well-trained. 
 
Special Activities. The Puka Beach outing was enjoyable. Water activities were 
available such as crystal kayaking which provided the participants with leisure activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

BOY SCOUTS OF THE PHILIPPINES 



National Scout Youth Forum for Visayas 

 

MINUTES OF THE 1ST PLENARY SESSION 

1745H-2000H 

 

MARY SEANTHEIM CHILLIN PATNUBAY 

Chairman, OrganizingCommittee 

Presiding Officer 

 

Time Started: H 

 

The 1st plenary session was called to order by the Chairman of the Organizing Committee, 
Mary Seantheim Chillin Patnubay at  1748H 
 
1749H:The presiding officer instructed the secretary of the organizing committee to present 

the suggested house rules, and the secretary read the suggested house rules. 

1750H: The chairperson asked if there were any questions/ motions regarding the suggested 

house rules. 

1751H: Sct. Tequillo raised a motion to be recognized and was recognized. She raised a 

motion to add the use of 50-50 bilingualism during the forum. The motion was seconded. 

1751H: Sct. Bonifacio raised a motion to be recognized and was recognized. He asked if the 

steering committee can still be nominated for rsr. The chairperson replied yes, they can still 

be nominated. 

1752H: Sct. Tequillo raised a motion to be recognized and was recognized. She raised a point 

of inquiry on what would happen to the crew if most of the members were elected as the 

members of the steering committee. 

1753H: The Chairman answered the inquiry that the crew will be dissolved if there are only 2 

members or below to meet the expected number of resolutions.  

1754H: Sct. Tequillo then moved that the suggested house rules be adopted by the body. 

1754H:The presiding officer announced the election for the steering committee and read the 

roles of the Steering Committee.  

1756H:The nomination was opened for the position of chairperson. 

1756H:Sct. Napuli nominated Sct. Tequillo 

1756H: Sct. Tequillo accepted the nomination 

1756H: Sct. Tirador nominated Sct. Mendez 

1757H: Sct. Mendez accepted the nomination 

1757H: Sct. Danieles moved to close the nomination and it was seconded. 

1757H: The nominated candidates were given 2 mins for their privilege of speech. 

1758H: Sct.Tequillo delivered her speech 

1759H: Sct. Mendez delivered his speech 

1759H: Election of Chairperson. 

1802H: Sct. Tequillo garnered 7 votes and Sct. Mendez garnered 9 votes, Sct. Mendez was 

elected as the chairperson. 

1802H: The nomination for the position of Vice-chairperson was opened. 

1803H: Sct. Aton nominated Sct. Tequillo 

 :Sct. Tequillo accepted the nomination. 

1803H: Sct. Napuli nominated Sct. Enojo. Scout Enojo accepted the nomination 



1803H: Sct. Danieles nominated Sct. Blanco. Scout Blanco accepted the nomination 

1804H: Sct. Janas moved to close the nomination and was seconded by the body 

1805H: The nominated candidates were given 2 mins for their privilege of speech. 

 :Sct. Tequillo delivered her speech. 

:Sct. Enojo delivered his speech. 

:Sct. Blanco delivered his speech. 

1806H: The body voted for the Vice-chairperson. 

1808H: Sct. Tequillo garnered 12 votes, Sct. Enojo and Sct. Blanco with 2 votes respectively. 

1809H: The nomination for the position for the Secretary was opened. 

1809H: Sct. Bonifacio nominated Sct. Blanco. 

 : Sct. Blanco declined the nomination. 

1809H: Sct. Tirador nominated Sct. Napuli. 

           : Sct. Napuli declined the nomination. 

1810H: Sct. Mendez nominated Sct. Bonifacio. 

            :Sct. Bonifacio declined the nomination 

1811H: Sct. Tequillo nominated Sct. Janas 

:Sct. Janas accepted the nomination. 

:Sct. Napuli nominated Sct. Enojo. 

:Sct. Enojo accepted the nomination. 

:Sct. Concepcion moved to close the nomination and was seconded. 

1812H:The nominated candidates were given 2 mins for their privilege of speech. 

:Sct. Janas gave her speech. 

            :Sct. Enojo gave his speech 

1813H:Election for secretary. 

1815H:Sct. Janas garnered 12 votes and Sct. Enojo garnered 4 votes. Sct Janas was elected 

as secretary 

:The nomination for 2 Members was opened. 

  :Sct. Blanco nominated Sct. Enojo.  

:Sct. Blanco accepted the nomination. 

1816H: Sct. Danieles nominated Sct. Bonifacio.  

:Sct. Bonifacio declined.  

            :Sct. Tirador nominated Sct. Danieles. 

:Sct. Danieles declined.  

1817H: Sct. Mendeznominated Sct. Dueno.  

:Sct. Dueno declined 

         :Sct Danieles nominated Sct. Concepcion. 

:Sct. Concepcion rejected the nomination. 

:Sct. Bonifacio nominated Sct. Blanco. 

:Sct. Blanco declined the nomination. 

1818H: Sct. Tirador moved to close the nomination but the presiding officer said it is not 

possible since we need 2 nominees.  

:Sct. Blanco nominated Sct. Celino 

:Sct. Celino accepted the nomination. 

1819H: Sct. Napuli moved to close the nomination and it was seconded. 

1820H: The nominated candidates were given 2 mins for their privilege of speech. 

 :Sct. Enojo gave his speech 

            :Sct. Celino gave his speech  

            :Election for the members of the steering committee. 



1823H: Scout Enojo garnered 16 votes and Scout Celino garnered 13 votes. The two are 

elected as members of the Steering Committee 

1824H: The Chairperson asked the elected Steering committee to stand up in front and she 

presented the newly elected SC Officials to the forum body 

1825H: photo opportunity of the steering committee. 

1826H: The Crew 4 was dissolved and the remaining members were distributed equally to 

other crews 

1828H: The presiding officer instructed the Steering committee to transfer tables. 

 : Sct. Aton asked to be recognized and raised a point of inquiry if Sct. Ferraren is 

officially their crew member. 

1829H: The presiding officer confirmed that Sct. Ferraren is part of their crew. 

1830H:The presiding officer announced that there should only be 2 minimum and 3 maximum 

topics. Each crew are only given 15 minutes discussion  

1831H: Sct. Bonifacio raised a point of inquiry regarding the format of the SPEAR 

presentation. It will be presented in a PPT format, said the presiding officer. 

1831H: Sct. Aton raised a point of inquiry in regards to the 1st plenary session if it will only be 

the title to be presented. The presiding officer answered yes. 

1832H: Sct. Danieles raised a point of inquiry if they would give a brief explanation regarding 

their topics. The presiding officer answered yes. 

           :Sct. Napuli raised a point of inquiry on how long will be the interpolation.The presiding 

officer answered that there will only be a short interpolation for the presentation. 

:Sct. Tirador raised a point of inquiry as to whether the body can choose their topic 

freely or will  the organizing committee have to assign it. The presiding officer answered that 

they’re free to choose. 

1832H: The presiding officer clarified the presentation of the topics. 

1833H: The presiding officer announced that by 6:45pm, the crew discussion will end and the 

presentation of the topic will start. 

1845H: By this time, the chairman of the organizing committee resumed the session and 

continued and relinquished her obligations as presiding officer of the 1st plenary to the vice-

chairperson of the organizing committee.  

1846H: The presiding officer reiterated the flow of the 1st plenary session and asked the body 

if they are ready for the presentation? 

1846H: Sct. Napuli asked the presiding officer to extend time for preparation and it was 

seconded by the body. 

1900H: By this time, the presiding officer announced the continuation of the presentation of 

the topics. He also added that there will only be a 10 minutes interpolation. 

1901H: Sct. Aton raised a point of inquiry regarding the group names of each crew. The 

presiding officer said that it will follow after the forum proper. 

1902H: Sct. Napuli raised a point of inquiry about the time for presentation. 

           :The presiding officer clarified the number of resolutions to be presented. 

1903H: Sct.Tequillo asked to be recognized and raised a point of inquiry if the steering 

committee can be allowed to interpolate. 

  : The presiding officer referred the question to the Forum Adviser and he clarified that 

the steering committee cannot join the interpolation.  

1905H: Crew 1 started presenting their topic. Sct. Napuli asked to be recognized and she 

obtained the floor and started their presentation.  

1907H: Sct Blanco asked to be recognized and was recognized. He then presented their topic 

number 2. 



1908H: Sct.Napuli then presented their topic number 3.  

1909H: Sct. Tirador raised a suggestion to have an interpolation for the first topic before going 

on to the next. 

1910H:Sct. Aton raised a motion to move to interpolation for topic 1 

         :Sct. Napuli objected the motion 

1911H: Sct. Tirador clarified  the motion to interpolation for topic 1 

             Sct. Mendez also clarified the procedures 

1912H: The presiding officer clarified the motions raised 

1913H: Sct. Tirador asked for a short description of the Topic Number 1 which is Youth 

Empowerment and Capability Building (CICLs) 

1913H: Sct Napuli gave a brief explanation for their topic CICLs 

1914H: The presiding officer asked the latter speaker if he was satisfied. Sct.. Tirador was 

satisfied 

1915H: Sct. Bonifacio raised a motion to pass the Topic Number 1 to the next reading which 

is Youth Empowerment and Capability Building (CICLs) 

 : Sct. Danieles clarified adopt not pass 

1916H:Sct. Bonifacio raised a motion to adopt the resolution and was seconded.  

: Crew 1 presented their topic 2 for interpolation 

 : Sct. Bonifacio asked what is the platform of the guidelines to be used 

            : Sct. Blanco responded that the handbook will be used 

            :Sct. Bonifacio was satisfied 

1918H:Sct. Danieles asked to be recognized and raised a point of information that the 

handbook already used in the Youth forums 

:Sct . Blanco pointed out that the level of youth forums that are on a higher level usually 

experience differences. 

:Sct. Danieles not satisfied but no further question 

1920H: Sct. Aton raised a point of inquiry on why do the proponent crew assumed that the 

guidelines are not implemented properly 

1920H: Sct. Blanco explained his side on why he assumed that some other councils do not 

conduct institutional level forums.  

 1921H: Sct. Aton was satisfied and had no further questions. 

:Sct. Bonifacio raised a motion to adopt the reso to the next reading 

 :Sct. Mendez raised a point of order that the proponent crew could not second the 

motion 

1922H: Forum Adviser clarified that anyone can second the motion and reminded the forum 

body to apply the triangular channel method 

1923H: The presiding officer restated what the Forum Adviser said to the forum body 

:The 2nd topic of crew 1 was adopted to the next plenary session entitled Requesting 

The Scouting Units and Councils to implement Scout Youth Forum Guidelines.  

1924H: Sct. Napuli presented their 3rd topic briefly- TEAM: The Eagle Association of Mentor 

1925H: Sct. Bonifacio raised an Omnibus amendment to make the font text to be larger 

            :Sct. Tirador seconded and no objection was asked 

1926H: The forum adviser suggested to declare an indefinite caucus 

            : The presiding officer moved to an indefinite caucus 

1932H: Resuming of the 1st Plenary Session 

:The Presiding officer asked if there were any objections regarding the omnibus 

amendment. No objection.  

 :The Motion for Omnibus Amendment was approved.  



1935H: The presiding officer informed the body that they can eat their dinner while the 

discussion is ongoing. 

1937H: Sct. Danieles raised a point of inquiry-isn’t it already required that scouts should create 

projects for their communities? 

1938H: Sct. Napuli answered the inquiry.  

: Sct.Danieles was satisfied but has follow up question 

:Sct. Bonifacio point of order since can’t speak consecutively 

:The presiding officer clarified. 

1939H: Sct. Tirador asked for a privilege of speech “Isn’t it redundant to have this if it is already 

existing?” 

1940H: Sct. Napuli said that it's having more eagle scouts through mentorship. 

            :Sct. Tirador was not satisfied and raised a follow up question.  

:Sct. Tirador asked, is it not redundant that we already have Outfit advisors and local 

executives that mentors our scouts? 

1941H: Sct. Napuli responded  that it is Eagle to eagle: Case to Case. TEAM makes it more 

personalised. 

1942H: Sct.Tirador was satisfied and raised a motion to adopt the 3rd topic entitled The Eagles 

Association of Mentors (TEAM). It was seconded. 

1944H: Sct. Tirador of crew 2, asked for recognition and obtained the floor, then started their 

presentation about the official gazette of the national scout youth forum for visayas 

1946H: Sct. Napuli raised a point of inquiry on who will handle this gazette and what platform 

will be used.  

1947H: Sct. Tirador explained that it will be a website and it will be tackled in the resolution 

:Sct. Napuli satisfied 

:Sct. Aton raised a point of inquiry that isn’t it redundant for the Post Forum report. 

1948H:The crew replied that many scouts were not aware about the report and the purpose 

of the gazette is to inform the scouts.  

:Sct. Tirador asked if the post forum reports are published and accessible to all scouts?  

:Sct. Aton replied that he is not sure about  the transparency of the post forum report 

1949H: PO referred the question to the FA 

           : the FA answered that Post Forum Reports are not accessible to all scouts. There is 

no existing official list of resolutions.  

1950H: Reporter Sct. Bonifacio point of information added that Post Forum Report only 

includes summary of the Youth Forum 

1951H: Sct. Aton was satisfied 

1951H: Sct. Napuli raised a point of inquiry on why is it only for the national level and why only  

for the visayas 

1952H: The crew replied that it is to avoid redundancy and for it to be attainable.  

          :Sct. Napuli was Satisfied. 

1954H: Sct. Blanco inquired what action if there are instances of those reso that are adopted 

only to lower level but not introduced to the national level. 

1955H: Sct.Tirador responded that the discussion is still in the 1st reading.  

:Sct. Blanco was satisifed 

1956H: Sct. Danielles raised a motion to adopt the first topic entitled Official Gazette for 

Resolutions in the National Youth Forum for Visayas of the 2nd crew which was seconded. 

1957H: Crew 2 presented their second topic 

1958H: Sct. Napuli raised a point of inquiry on how this affects the CICL if only raises 

awareness to the BSP administrators 



1959H: Scout Bonifacio expressed that they are not spreading awareness to the BSP 

administrators but they will be the one to help them. 

2000H: Sct. Napuli was satisfied but had a follow up question about the plans aside from 

awareness?  

2001H: Sct.Tirador reiterated that it still 1st reading 

2001H: Sct. Aton raised a point of inquiry if it will be better if Crew 2 will collaborate with Crew 

1 Topic. 

2003H: Reporter Bonifacio clarified that their main objective is awareness and the crew 1 is 

for rehabilitation.  

           :Sct. Napuli raised a Point of information that the topic of crew 2 coincides with crew 1 

2004H: Sct. Aton raised a motion to merge the 2 resolutions since it is coinciding. In which the 

FA clarified that merging a subject is also the same with quashing. 

2005H:Sct. Aton raised a motion to quash the subject 2 of crew 2  

: Sct tirador objected and clarified that the body should wait for the full resolution to be 

presented before quashing the subject.  

2006H:Tequillo asked to be recognized and asked if they could suggest 

FA clarified 

2007H: Bonifacio asked if what would happen to the quashed topic 

In favor- 6 not-5 

2010H: the second subject of crew 3 was quashed 

2017H crew 3 started their presentation 1: Scouts Orientation on Voter Education 

2019H: Blanco- clarification- non-partisan ang mga scouts- satisfied 

2020H- Napuli- inquiry- include materials for campaign 

-Blanco- point of order about the questions. 

2021H- Tirador- only for BSP ba?- open to all 

-Blanco- open to all who can and can’t vote? 

2022H- Aton- 15 and above 

2023H- tirador, since election is coming,will this project  be implemented 

2024H- aton-sa resolution na 

2025H: Point of clarification if this will be orientation for all does it contradict its title? 

2026H: Reporter Aton explained that it is made by Scouts for all 

           Scout Tirador raised a motion to adopt the 1st topic of the crew 3 to the next reading 

seconded by Scout Blanco 

           Crew 3 presented their 2nd topic guidelines for custom neckerchiefs presented by 

reporter Scout Acero 

2028H: Bonifacio-inquiry- is there already an existing guidelines form the National Council 

regarding the standard size of the neckerchief 

2029H: Reporter Scout Acero, affirmed that there is a policy but not implemented properly. 

2030H: Scout Bonficaio raised an inquiry if there is an identical guideline how would this affect 

the proposal. 

2031H: Sct.  Aton, expressed that they are not only after the dimensions of the neckerchief 

but also on other elements.  

:Sct. Bonifacio was satisfied 

2032H: Scout Blanco raised a motion to amend the title of the topic from Guidelines on Custom 

Neckerchief to Updating the guidelines on custom neckerchiefs set by the national office  and 

it was seconded 

2033H: 2nd topic of crew 3 was amended 



:Sct. Napuli Raised a motion to adopt the 2nd topic of the crew 3 to the next reading. 

Seconded.  

            :2nd topic was officially adopted.  

2034H:Sct. Bonifacio asked if the spear format will be presented tomorrow? The PO replied 

yes. 

 :Sct. Tequillo asked how many topics were passed. The secretary answered that 6 

topics were passed. 

Time Finished: 1st plenary session adjourned at 2035H. 

 

 

 

SUMMARY OF THE FIRST PLENARY SESSION 

 

The 1st plenary session was called to order by the Chairman of the Organizing Committee, 

Mary Seantheim Chillin Patnubay at  1748H. The secretary of the steering committee read 

the suggested house rules which was then adopted by the forum body with an add on rule. 

By then, the election for the steering committee was conducted. 

 

Here are newly elected steering committee: 

Chairperson: Jason Paul Mendez- Negros occidental Council, WVR 

Vice-chairperson: Kirsten Erica A. Tequillo-Cebu Council,EVR 

Secretary: Chrisha Belle Janas- Aklan.WVR 

Member: Mark Vincent Enojo 

   :Kenji Celino 

 

After the election, the crews were given time to discuss their topic to be presented in the First 

Plenary Session. Before the presentation of the topic, the chairperson relinquished her power 

to the vice-chairperson. Each crew was given 10 minutes for interpolation in their presentation. 

 

For Crew 1, 3 of their topics were adopted to the next plenary session. 

-Youth Empowerment and Capability Building (CICLs) 

-Requesting The Scouting Units and Councils to implement Scout Youth Forum Guidelines. 

-The Eagles Association of Mentors (TEAM) 

 

For Crew 2, they presented 2 topics but only 1 topic was adopted to the next plenary session. 

-Official Gazette for Resolutions in the National Youth Forum for Visayas 

 

For Crew 3, 2 of their topics were adopted to the next plenary session. 

-Scouts Orientation on Voter Education 

-Guidelines on Custom Neckerchief 

Overall, for the First Plenary sessions, there were 6 topics adopted and 1 topic quashed. The 

first plenary session was adjourned by2035H. 

 

MINUTES OF THE 2ND PLENARY SESSION 

0800H-0300H 

 

JASON PAUL MENDEZ 



Chairman, Steering Committee 

Presiding Officer 

 

 

Time Started: 0904H 

 

The 2nd plenary session was called to order by the Chairman of the Organizing Committee, 

Scout   at 0904H 

 

0904H - The presiding officer asked the secretary of the organizing committee to read the 

minutes of the first plenary session. 

0904H - Sct. Mika Grace Regala, the Secretary of the organizing committee responded to the 

presiding officer and read the minutes of the first plenary session. 

0905H - The presiding officer asked the forum body for any questions, clarifications, or violent 

reactions regarding the minutes of the first plenary session. No objections was raised  

0905H -  The minutes of the previous session were approved. 

0906H - Scout Napuli raised a point of inquiry  about how much time each crew will be given. 

0906H -  The presiding officer answered that they’re still computing for the time. 

0906H - Scout Aton raised a motion to have a 15-minute recess. 

0907H - The motion was seconded by Scout Tirador. 

0907H - The 15-minute recess began. 

0920H - The presiding officer addressed the forum body that no pictures shall be included in 

their presentations but only words. 

0920H -  2 minutes were left before the recess ended.  

0923H - The recess ended. 

 

0923H - The crew one proceeded to their presentation of their first proposed resolution entitled 

“Empowering the Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL) with appropriate support to properly 

transition back into society”. 

0924H - The floor was opened for a 20 minute interpellation.  

0924H - Scout Napuli obtained the floor. 

0931H - The floor was opened for debate. 

0933H -  Scout Tirador asked for recognition and was recognized. 

0933H - Scout Tirador asked if their  project is similar to the DepEd “Tulay Community”. 

0934H - Scout Napuli answered the inquiry of Scout Tirador. 

0934H - Scout Aton moved an amendment about their resolution clauses.  

0934H - The motion was seconded. 

0935H - The amendment was accepted. 

0935H - Scout Tirador asked for recognition.  

0935H -  Scout Tirador raised a follow up question if they will make the same project with the 

DepEd project. 

0936H - Scout Napuli asked for recognition and was recognized and answered the inquiry of   

Scout Tirador. 

0938H - Scout Tirador was satisfied. 

0938H - Bonifacio raised a motion to expunge the word “CICL” until the word “waived” in their 

resolution clauses. 

0939H - The motion was seconded. 

0939H - The motion was approved.  



0940H -  Scout Aton moved to amend the 1st paragraph to add a sentence on the 1st clause 

of their  resolutions. 

0940H - The motion was seconded. 

0940H - The motion was approved. 

0940H - Scout Bonifcaio moved a motion to adopt the first proposed resolution of Crew 1.  

0941H - Scout Tirador objected to the adoption of the first proposed resolution. 

0941H - Division of the house whether to adopt or object the first proposed resolution of Crew 

1.  

0943H - With 7 in favor and 4 not in favor, the  first proposed resolution was approved for the 

next reading. 

 

________________________________________ 

 

0944H - Scout Blanco asked to obtain the floor to present their second draft resolution entitled 

“Mandating Scouting Units and Councils to properly implement the present Scout Youth Forum 

Guidelines”. 

0946H - The presentation ended and the floor was opened for debate.  

0946H - Scout Bonifacio moved to expunge the numbers on all parts of  the whole resolution. 

0946H - The motion was seconded. 

0946H - The motion was approved. 

0947H - Scout Tirador inquired if they had changed their title resolution. 

0948H - The organizing committee had a privilege of speech that it is allowed to change the 

subject as long as it does not stray from the original topic. 

0948H - Scout Danieles raised a point of inquiry why several scoutings fail where in fact  there 

are forum adviser who are present. 

0950H - Scout Conception asked for recognition and addressed the concern of Scout 

Danieles. 

0951H - Scout Danieles was satisfied. 

0952H - Scout  Bonifacio raised an omnibus amendment to follow proper punctuation.  

0952H - The body was  referred to the Forum Adviser, Sir. Manipon, and the matter was 

addressed about the omnibus amendment. 

0953H -  Scout Bonifacio added inputs about his amendment. 

0953H - Seconded. 

0954H - The omnibus amendment was approved. 

0955H - Tirador was  recognized and inquired to the proponent crew.  

0957H - Scout Conception addressed the concern of Scout Tirador that they will have a 

standard guideline for all levels.  

0959H -  Scout Tirador was not satisfied. 

1000H - Scout Atoon asked for recognition and was recognized. He moved to amend to merge 

the 1st and 3rd resolved that clauses. 

1000H -  The motion was seconded. 

1001H - The amendment was approved. 

1001H - Organizing Committee Chairperson asked for recognition  and addressed the forum 

body about decorum and technicality. 

1003H - Scout Bonifacio inquired if the draft resolution will be used at the Region and National 

level of the youth forum. 

1003H - Scout Blanco answered the inquiry stating that it will be courtesy of the BSP National 

Office. 



1003H - Scout Bonifacio was satisfied. 

1004H - Scout Danieles raised an inquiry who the target speakers are. 

1005H -  The forum body was addressed to refrain from consulting with their crew mate. 

1005H - Bonifacio raised an inquiry if the scouts will be joining the orientation with their      

Council Executives. 

1006H - Scout Conception addressed the concern. 

1008H - Scout Blanco asked for recognition and answered the clarification. 

1009H - Scout Bonifacio made a suggestion to make another resolved that clause  on how it 

will be disseminated to the scouts. 

1010H - Scout Tirador asked for recognition and asked inquiry if it will be face-to-face, and  if 

online, suggested it be broadcast on online platforms. 

1010H -  Scout Aton raised an inquiry about what platforms will be used.  

1011H - Scout Blanco answered that they will align the program  with the current situation. 

1012H - Scout Aton raised an amendment to add the platforms they will be used in their 

resolution in line with the current situation. 

1013H - Motion was seconded and approved. 

1013H -Scout Tirador suggested inserting information about the platforms and the details of 

their implementation. 

 1014H - Scout Bonifacio asked to lay on the table the resolution being discussed, the 2nd 

draft resolution. 

1015H - Seconded. 

1015H - Scout Napuli objected. 

1016H - Scout Bonifacio moved a motion to lay on the table the 2nd draft resolution. 

1018H - Privilege speech by  the Forum Adviser about laying on the table the matter at  hand. 

1019H - Scout Bonifacio withdrew his motion to lay on the table the 2nd draft resolution of 

Crew 1. 

1020H - Scout Napuli asked for recognition to  add 5 minutes for the second resolution 

discussion. 

1021H - Seconded. The motion was approved. 

1021H - Scout Bonifacio raised an inquiry about what will be the BSP National Office’s duty 

during the youth forums. 

1022H - Scout Blanco asked for recognition and answered the inquiry.  

1022H - Scout  Bonifacio was not satisfied. 

1023H - Scout Blanco raised an inquiry if why not just allow the representatives to be forum 

advisers. 

1024H - Scout Conception answered the inquiry. 

1025H - Scout Bonifacio was satisfied.  

1025H - Scout Danieles moved to amend their resolved that clause that the speaker should 

be the author of the guidelines. 

1025H - Point of order by Scout Blanco. 

1027H - Privilege of Speech by the Forum Adviser that if the authors may not be available, 

other members may be the speakers instead. 

1028H - Scout Bonifacio raised to refer to the committee the draft resolution that was being 

discussed. 

1029H - Seconded. 

1029H - Motion to refer to the committee was hereby approved. 

1029H - Privilege of Speech by the Forum Adviser about referring to the committee with 

reference to Robert’s Rule of Order. 



1031H - Declared an indefinite caucus.  

1031H - Seconded and approved. 

1038H - Suspended the indefinite caucus. 

 

________________________________________ 

 

1038H - Scout Napuli obtained the floor to present their 3rd and final resolution entitled “TEAM: 

The Eagle Association of Mentors”. 

1043H - Scout Aton asked for recognition and raised an inquiry if the project will be hosted by 

the Regional Committee. 

1043H - The proponent crew answered. 

1044H - Scout Aton was satisfied. 

1044H - An omnibus amendment by Scout Aton to amend wordings in the resolved that 

clauses. 

1045H - Seconded. 

1045H - The motion was approved.  

1046H - Scout Blanco inquired when their resolutions will  be presented again. And was 

addressed by the Presiding Officer. 

1046H - Scout Aton asked for recognition and made a motion to adopt the 3rd draft resolution 

of Crew 1 to the next Plenary Session. 

1046H -  The motion was seconded by the proponent crew.  

1047H - The 3rd draft resolution of Crew 1 was hereby adopted to the next reading. 

 

 

________________________________________ 

 

 

1049H - Crew 2 obtained the floor. Scout Tirador proceeded to their first draft resolution 

entitled “Official Gazette of the National Scout Youth Forum for Boy Scouts of the Philippines”. 

1053H- The floor was opened for discussion. 

1053H - Scout Napuli raised an inquiry about some details of making the gazette such as who 

will be proofreading, double checking, etc. 

1054H - Scout Tirador addressed the inquiry of Scout Napuli. 

1055H - Scout Napuli moved to amend to include to their resolved that clauses the Organizing 

Committee and the Steering Committee who may review the gazette. 

1055H - Seconded and approved. 

1056H - Scout Aton raised an inquiry about the second resolved that clause and the whereas 

clause of the draft resolution.  

1056H - Scout Aton moved a motion to merge the said clauses. 

1057H - Seconded and approved. 

1057H - Scout Blanco inquired if the bullets are only supporting details of the resolved that 

clauses. 

1058H - Scout Tirador answered. 

1058H - Scout Blanco was satisfied. 

1058H - Scout Blanco suggested adding the bullets as part of the resolution itself rather than 

separate bullet points. 

1059H - Scout Napuli suggested making a matrix in order for the project to be organized. 

1100H - Scout Tirador addressed the suggestion. 



1100H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1100H - Scout Aton  raised an inquiry if they will make their project be applied in the National 

scope. 

1101H - Scout Tirador answered the question that they should start first in the lower level then 

subsequently proceed to the higher level. 

1101H - Scout Bonifacio added inputs. 

1102H - Scout Aton was satisfied. 

1102H - Aton raised an omnibus amendment to change the subject for their draft resolution to 

change “for Visayas” to “of the Philippines”. 

1103H - Seconded. 

1103H - Motion was approved. 

1103H - Scout Bonifacio suggested changing the amendment. 

1104H - Scout Aton moved to amend the subject once again to change the subject for their 

draft resolution to change “for Visayas” to “Boy Scouts of the Philippines”. 

1104H - Motion was seconded and approved.  

1104H - Scout  Blanco asked for recognition and was recognized. He then raised an inquiry if 

the bullets are actually part of the resolved that clauses. 

1105H - Scout Tirador answered. 

1106H - Scout Blanco was satisfied. He amended the bullets to be added on the resolved 

clauses. 

1106H - The motion was seconded and adopted. 

1107H - Scout Napuli inquired about the language to be applied on the gazette. 

1107H - The proponent crew answered that the English language will be used. 

1107H - Scout Napuli  was not satisfied  and added her reason why. 

1107H - Scout  Tirador answered that English will be used, for it is a universal language. 

1108H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1109H - Scout  Aton raised an amendment to add in their  resolution  the medium of instruction 

that will be used in the gazette, which is English. 

1109H - Scout Bonifacio raised an amendment about the proposed resolution. 

1110H - He then amended his statement about his amendment. 

1110H - The amendment was seconded and approved. 

1110H - Scout Blaco asked who will be in charge of making the platforms. 

1111H - Scout  Bonifacio answered. 

1111H - Scout  Tirador had his privilege speech. 

1112H - Scout  Blanco was satisfied with the answers of Scout Tirador and Bonifacio. 

1112H - Scout Napuli inquired if they will be crediting and contacting the proponent crew or 

the principal authors of the resolutions that will be in the gazette. 

1113H - Scout Tirador answered. 

1114H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1114H - Scout Napuli then raised an amendment in their resolutions that the principal authors 

of the resolutions be credited in the gazette. 

1114H - Scout  Tirador asked a clarification to the Steering Committee Presiding officer. 

1115H - Scout  Aton objected to the amendment of Scout Napuli. 

1116H - Scout Napuli withdrew the motion about her amendment. 

1116H - Privilege speech by Scout  Bonifacio.  

1116H - Scout Aton amended adding a statement that the mechanism of the gazette be similar 

to the official gazette of the Senate of the Philippines. 

1116H - Motion was seconded and approved. 



1117H - Scout Blanco raised an amendment to include another resolved that clause about 

their modality. 

1117H - Scout tirador had his privilege speech saying that there’s no need to add another 

resolved clause. 

1118H - The motion to amend was withdrawn by Scout Blanco. 

1119H - Scout Aton moved a motion to adopt the first proposed resolution of Crew 1 to the 

next reading. 

1119H - No objections were raised. Therefore, the proposed resolution was adopted for the 

next reading.  

 

________________________________________ 

 

 

1120H - Scout Guileño obtained the floor and presented their last draft resolution entitled 

“Teaching Scouting Skills to Children Under Poverty”. 

1120H- Scout Tirador had his Privilege Speech. 

1122H - Scout Guileño continued with her presentation. 

1124H - The floor was opened for interpellation. 

1125H - Scout Napuli asked if they would classify the target youth for their project. 

1126H - Scout Bonifacio answered the query. 

1126H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1127H - Scout Aton moved a motion to amend that the way for them to classify the target 

beneficiaries would be based on the PSA record. 

1127H - The amendment was seconded and approved. 

1128H - Scout Bonifacio had his privilege speech. 

1128H - Scout Napuli asked for recognition. She then inquired how they would convince their 

target participants to partake in their project. 

1129H - Scout Bonifacio answered the query of Scout Napuli. 

1130H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1130H - Scout Blanco asked for recognition and inquired if they can provide examples of the 

platforms that they will be using. 

1131H - Scout Tirador answered.  

1131H - Scout Banco was satisfied. 

1131H - Scout Napuli raised a point of inquiry if the project would be feasible on a weekly 

basis given the current situation. 

1132H - Scout  Tirador answered the query of Scout Napuli. Scout Bonifacio added inputs to 

Scout Tirador’s statement that it will depend on the availability of participants and people who 

are in charge. 

1133H - Scout Napuli was not satisfied. She then raised a motion to amend weekly into bi-

weekly. 

1133H - The motion to amend was seconded and approved. 

1134H - Scout Conception raised an inquiry if they would talk to the parents of the 

beneficiaries. 

1134H - Scout Tirador answered that they will contact the parents of these children. 

1135H - Scout Conception was satisfied. 

1135H - Scout Napuli asked if they could provide an overview and time frame of their project. 

1136H - Scout Bonifacio answered  the query. 



1136H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. She then raised a motion to amend to have parental 

consents for their resolution. 

1137H - Scout Aton suggested to just add to the existing resolved clauses and not make a 

new one. 

1138H - The motion was seconded and approved. 

1138H - Scout Danieles asked what if there are no scouts available in the area to assist in the 

project. 

1138H - Scout Tirador answered. 

1139H - Scout Danieles was satisfied. 

1139H - Scout Acero asked if they will use the Certificate of Indigency as a reference for their 

target participants.  

1139H - The proponent crew answered the latter speaker’s question. 

1139H- Scout Acero was satisfied. 

1140H - Scout Napuli  asked how long each scout would serve in a certain barangay. 

1140H - Scout Bonifacio answered. 

1141H -  Scout Napuli was not satisfied. 

1141H - Scout Bonifacio and Tirador had their Privilege Speeches. 

1142H - Scout Conception asked how they would teach the children if other volunteers are 

not part of any organizations such as the Boy Scouts of the Philippines (BSP)  who possess 

qualifications for their project. 

1143H - Scout Tirador answered. Scout Bonifacio added to Scout Tirador’s statement  that 

volunteers may join the Basic Training Course (BTC) to make them more knowledgeable. 

1145H - Scout Conception moved to amend that they should provide orientation on the basic 

scouting ideas. 

1146H - Scout Tirador and Scout Bonifacio had their Privilege Speeches.  

1147H - Scout Conception had her Privilege Speech.  

1148H - The proponent crew asked for clarification if the individuals Scout Conception is 

pertaining to are those non-scouts. 

1148 - The clarification was addressed. 

1149H -  The motion on 1145H was seconded and approved. 

1150H - Scout Napuli amended that they should require a minimum of 12 months of service 

for each scout. 

1152H - The motion was seconded. 

1152H - Scout Tirador objected. 

1153H - Scout  Tirador withdrew his objection. 

1154H - Scout Tirador had his privilege speech. 

1154H - The motion to amend by Scout Napuli was seconded and was approved. 

1156H - Scout Danieles raised  an inquiry if there will be an age limit for the participants. 

1157H - Scout Bonifacio answered that there will be no age limit. 

1157H - Scout Tirador added that there’s no age limit as long as they’re capable. 

1159H - Scout Danieles was satisfied. 

1159H - Scout Napuli asked about the impact of the project. 

1159H - The  proponent crew answered. 

1159H - Scout Napuli was satisfied. 

1200H - Scout Acero amended to specify their target of children to be indigeneous children. 

1200H - The motion was seconded and approved.  

1200H - Scout Acero moved a motion to adopt the 2nd draft resolution of Crew 2 for the next 

plenary session and was seconded. 



1200H - The 2nd draft resolution of Crew 2 was hereby adopted to the next plenary session. 

Time Finished: 2nd plenary session adjourned at 1201H. 

 

 

 

SUMMARY OF THE SECOND PLENARY SESSION 

 

The 2nd plenary session was called to order by the Chairman of the Steering Committee, 

Scout Jason Paul Mendez. The presiding officer asked the secretary of the organizing 

committee to read the minutes of the first plenary session. Sct. Mika Grace Regala, the 

Secretary of the organizing committee responded to the presiding officer and read the minutes 

of the first plenary session. The presiding officer asked the forum body for any questions, 

clarifications, or violent reactions regarding the minutes of the first plenary session. No 

objections were raised.  

 

For crew 1, 3 of their topics were passed to the next plenary sessions 

-Youth Empowerment and Capability Building (CICLs) 

-Requesting The Scouting Units and Councils to implement Scout Youth Forum Guidelines. 

-The Eagles Association of Mentors (TEAM) 

 

Substantial amendments were made on the 3 proposed resolutions of crew 1. The first and 

third proposed resolutions were adopted to the next plenary session. The 2nd proposed 

resolution was referred to  the committee. 

 

For crew 2, 2 of their proposed resolutions were adopted to the next plenary session. 

-Official Gazette for Resolutions in the National Youth Forum for Visayas 

- Teaching Scouting Skills to Children Under Poverty 

 

Substantial amendments were made to the first proposed resolution. A new resolution was 

presented in the 2nd plenary entitled Teaching Scouting Skills and Ideals to Children Under 

Poverty. Both of their resolutions were adopted for the next reading. 

 

Overall, for the Second Plenary sessions, there were 4 adopted proposed resolutions and 1 

resolution that was referred to the committee. The meeting was adjourned at 1201H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE 3RD PLENARY SESSION 

1241H-0128H 

 

KIRSTEN ERICA TEQUILLO  



Vice Chairman, Steering Committee 

Presiding Officer 

 

Time Started: 1241H 

 

1241H - The Steering Committee Chairman relinquished his power to the Vice-Chairman. 

1241H - The third plenary session was called to order. 

1242H - The Secretary of the steering committee was directed to read the Minutes of the 

2nd plenary session. 

1244H - The floor was opened for any matters arising from the minutes 

1245H - The presiding officer reiterates decorum and forum rules. 

1246H - A point of inquiry was made by Scout Bonifacio regarding adjusting of resolution 

subjects. 

1246H- The inquiry was addressed by the Steering Committee. 

1248H - Scout  Blanco from Crew 1 obtained the floor and presented their draft resolution 

that was referred to the committee entitled “Mandating Scouting Units and Councils to 

properly implement the present Scout Youth Forum Guidelines”. 

1250H - Scout Bonifacio moved to adopt the 2nd resolution of Crew 1. 

1251H - The motion is seconded. 

1251H - Scout Tirador objected to the motion and moved a motion to amend the word 

“requesting” to “mandating”. 

1251H - Scout Bonifacio withdrew his motion to adopt. 

1252H - The Forum Adviser gave advice on the withdrawal of motions. 

1252H - The Division of the house started and hands were raised if all will agree to the 

withdrawal of the motion. 

1253H - Everyone in the forum body raised their hands that they are willing to withdraw the 

motion. 

1254H - The presiding officer returned to the unfinished business, a motion to amend 

“requesting” to “mandating”. 

1255H - Scout Aton raised a motion to adopt the current resolution to the next reading 

1255H - The motion was duly seconded. 

1255H - The motion was approved without objections. 

1257H - Crew 3 asked for recognition and subsequently obtained the floor. Scout Aton 

presented their 1st draft resolution entitled “Scouts’ Orientation on Voter Education (SOVE)”. 

1304H - The presiding officer opened the floor for interpellation. 

1305H - Scout Bonifacio raised  an inquiry asking why the committee incharge of the activity 

would be choosing the speakers and not the regional committee. 

1306H - Scout  Aton answered the query. 

1306H - Scout  Bonifacio was not satisfied with the answer. 

1307H - Scout Napuli raised an inquiry about the different types of information dissemination 

and when it will be conducted. 

1308H - Scout Aton asked for recognition and answered the query of Scout Napuli that they 

want to conduct it yearly through  online platforms such as Zoom and Facebook Live. 

1309H - Scout Napuli was satisfied with the answer. 

1309H - Scout Bonifacio moved to amend the 3rd resolved that clause. 

1310H - The motion was duly seconded. 

1311H - The motion of amendment was approved without objections. 

1311H - Scout Bonifacio raised an inquiry to expound more on the online campaign. 



1312H - Scout Aton answered the query that they would be publicizing the resources,  

publicizing the event, making it live, etc. 

1313H - Scout Bonifacio was satisfied and suggested adding the amendment on their 

resolution. 

1314H - Scout Tirador moved to adopt the 1st draft resolution of crew 3 to the next plenary 

session. 

1314H - The motion was duly seconded. 

1314H - The motion was approved without objections. 

 

 

________________________________________ 

    

                                                          

 

1315H - Scout Acero asked for recognition and obtained the floor to present their last 

proposed resolution entitled “Updating the Custom Neckerchief Guidelines”. 

1318H - The floor was opened  for debate. 

1318H -  Scout Blanco asked for recognition and was recognized. He then raised an inquiry 

about their concept between their whereas clause and resolved that clause. 

1319H - Scout Acero addressed the question. 

1320H - Scout Blanco was not satisfied and pursued no further questions. 

1321H - Scout Aton had his Privilege Speech. 

1321H - Scout Tirador moved a motion to amend the word “creating” to “updating”. 

1322H - The motion was seconded. 

1322H - The motion was approved without any objections. 

1322H - Scout Blanco pointed out of order the presiding officer for tapping the gavel before 

announcing the outcome of the motion. 

1322H  - Scout Bonifacio asked if they have any sources or basis to support their resolution . 

1323H - Scout Aton answered the inquiry that was raised by Scout Bonifacio. 

1326H - Scout Bonifacio asked for recognition and said that he was satisfied with the 

answer. 

1327H - Scout Napuli raised a motion to adopt the 2nd resolution of crew 3 to the next 

plenary session. 

1327H - Seconded. 

1328H - Motion was approved without objections. 

1328H - 3rd plenary session was adjourned by the presiding officer. 

 

Time Adjourned: 1328H 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY OF THE THIRD PLENARY SESSION 

 



The 3nd plenary session was called to order by the Vice Chairman of the Steering Committee.  

The presiding officer directed the secretary of the steering committee to read the summarized 

minutes of the second plenary session. Sct. Janas, the Secretary of the steering committee 

responded to the presiding officer and read the summarized minutes of the 2nd plenary 

session. The presiding officer asked the forum body for any questions, clarifications, or violent 

reactions regarding the minutes of the 2nd plenary session. A clarification was raised and was 

addressed by the Steering Committee. 

 

For crew 1, their 2nd proposed resolution that was referred to the committee was brought in 

the discussion entitled, Mandating Scouting Units and Councils to properly implement the 

present Scout Youth Forum Guidelines.  

 

Substantial amendments were made, and the proposed resolution was, therefore, adopted. 

 

For crew 3, Both of their proposed resolutions were adopted to the next plenary session. 

-Scouts’ Orientation on Voter Education (SOVE) 

- Adopting the Custom Neckerchief Guidelines  

 

Substantial amendments were made on their resolutions. Both resolutions were approved for 

the next reading.  

 

Overall, for the Third Plenary session, there were 3 adopted proposed resolutions. 

 The meeting was adjourned at 0128H. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINUTES OF THE 4TH PLENARY SESSION 

8000H-1000H 



 

JOHANN SEBASTIAN CAPANAS 

Vice-Chairman, Organizing Committee 

Presiding Officer 

 

Time Started: 000H 

The 4th plenary session was called to order by the Presiding officer of the Steering Committee, 

Scout Kirsten Erica Tequillo at 0800H. 

 :Relinquish power. 

:The secretary of the steering committee was instructed by the presiding officer to         

read the minutes of the previous meeting. 

0803H: The minutes of the previous session were approved as read.  

 :The presiding officer provided clarifications for the presentation of resolutions. 

0805H: The Steering Committee started their presentation but they were having technical 

problems. 

0809H: The vice-chairperson of the steering committee asked to be recognized and started 

the presentation of Crew 1, resolution 1.(CICL with appropriate support to properly transition 

back into society.  

0819H: The Steering Committee finished the presentation for crew 1-resolution 1. 

             The PO and Vice Chairman opened the interpolation 

0820H: The chairwoman of the OC raised a point of inquiry 

0821H: The vice-chairperson of the steering committee answered the inquiry of the OC 

chairwomen. 

 :The Chairwoman of the OC was satisfied and had no further questions.  

0823H: The secretary of the OC raised a point of clarification if the CICLs will be recruited as 

Scouts after leaving the Rehab Center 

0824H: The Vice Chairperson of the SC clarified that they will have the option to join 

Scouting. 

0825H: The member of the Oc, Sct . Navarro,  raised a point of inquiry if there will be 

qualifications for the volunteers 

: The Vice Chairwoman of the SC clarified that being a volunteer itself speaks volume 

to their commitment and they will be trained.  

0828H: With a total of 5 votes in favour, the first resolution of crew 1 was approved.  

0828H: The member of the SC, Scout Celino,  asked for recognition from the presiding 

officer and started presenting the resolution 2 of crew 1. 

0831H: end presentation 

0832H: The OC Secretary asked a point of inquiry. 

            The SC Chairman asked to be recognized and answered that there will be evaluation 

forms.  

0833H: The SC secretary was satisfied and added suggestions regarding their evaluation 

forms. 

0834H: The chairwoman of the OC asked to be recognized and raised a point of inquiry. 

0835H: The SC answered and clarified. 

0838H: The OC chairperson was not satisfied but had no additional question. 

 :OC Vice-chairperson asked an inquiry 

0840H: OC member asked an inquiry on whether it will not be imperative for the National 

Office to attend all of the sessions to ensure that the guidelines are properly followed.  



0842H: SC clarified that they will not be bypassing each other since they are there to help 

each other. 

0843H: The OC vice-chairperson suggested that they could invite instead of having an ex-

officio. 

0844H: With a total of 4 votes not in favour and 1 vote in favour, the second resolution of 

Crew 1 was not approved and hereby quashed.  

0845H: The SC Vice Chairwoman presented the 3rd resolution of crew 1,TEAM: The Eagle 

Association of Mentors. 

0852H: OC member, Sct. Golez asked for the ratio of mentors to scouts 

 :The Sc answered 

0854H: OC member was not satisfied and had a follow up question on a specific number 

 :Sc clarified that there will be 2 mentors and 5 scouts and the OC member was 

satisfied. 

0856H: The Chairwoman asked a point of inquiry regarding their qualifications of mentors.  

             The SC Vice-chair asked if it is for mentors 

             The Chairwoman of the OC reiterated her question if it should be eagle scouts to be 

qualified as mentors.  

0858H: The Chairwoman asked to be recognized and stated that the committee in 

advancements that serve as mentors are not necessarily eagle scouts. 

 :The SC agreed with the point of information 

0859H:OC Chairwoman was not satisfied 

 :OC member, Sct. Navarro, raised a point of inquiry if it is necessary to update the 

merit badge system and also its correlation to the advancement.  

0900H: The Secretary of the OC raised a point of inquiry on what are the plans of the 

proponent crew on the scouts who lost the idea of scouting 

0901H:The SC answered 

0904H: OC Secretary was not satisfied 

0905H: With 4 Votes not in favour and 1 vote in favour the TEAM Resolution was quashed.    

0906H: SC presented their next resolution: Official gazette of National Youth Forums of the 

BSP 

0909H: OC member, Sct. Golez, raised a point of inquiry 

 :SC answered the question 

0910H: Sct. Golez was not satisfied and had a follow up question 

             The SC responded that it will start from 2014 since the establishment of the forum 

guidelines  

             Sct. Golez was not satisfied and but had no further questions 

0913H: The secretary of the OC raised a point of inquiry on Who has the authority/access to 

the forum reports and who will be the one to publish it.  

0913H: The reporter Scout Janas referred the question to Scout Mendez 

0915H: The OC Vice-chair asked the OC Sec to reiterate the question 

             The Sec of the OC clarified the question 

             Scout Mendez answered that the data collection will be through the organizing 

committee and steering committee of the Youth Forum 

0916H: Scout Tirador asked for a privilege of speech. 

             Scout Tirador explained that this will be referred to the National Office regarding the 

publication of the post forum reports  

        OC Secretary was not satisfied but did not have further questions 



0917H: The OC Vice chair asked if this can be a foundation for new resolutions and if this 

will not create duplication of the resolutions.  

0918H: SC answered that they have to change it the way they need.  

0919H: SC chairperson added more information 

0923H: With 3 votes in favour and 2 votes not in favour, the resolution was adopted. 

0927H: OC chairperson raised a point of inquiry on how is this different from the community 

based scouting 

 :SC answered that it will be different since they will have a list 

0928H: The chairperson was not satisfied and asked the steering committee to please 

expound. 

 :The steering committee referred the discussion to the proponent crew. 

0929H: SC added more information 

             OC Chairwoman not satisfied 

0930H: OC Sec raised a point of inquiry if how they will encourage these underprivileged 

children and this will benefit them given that they are more focus in mere survival 

              The OC Vice chair reiterated the question 

0932H: The reporter referred the question to the proponent crew 

0932H: Scout Tirador asked for a privilege of speech responded that they will give extra 

benefits for the Scouts 

0933H: OC secretary was not satisfied but has no further questions. 

 :OC Vice chair raised a point of inquiry on why not directly refer them to the 

community scouting. 

0934H: SC Vice chair asked for a privilege of speech and said that this can give more 

opportunity for the less fortunate children 

0936H: OC Vice chair asked if there are any more questions from the OC 

0937H: With 4 votes not in favour and 1 vote in favour, the Crew 2 Teaching Scouting Skills 

and Ideals to Children under Poverty was quashed. 

0938H: The SC presented the 1st resolution of crew 3- SOVE 

0942H: the OC secretary raised a point of inquiry how long will be it’s expected time frame 

 :SC Answered 

 :OC secretary was satisfied 

 :OC chairperson raised a point of inquiry about the sustainability of the resolution 

0943H: SC answered that other than the national elections, the resolution could also be 

related to organizational elections 

 :OC chairperson was not satisfied and asked follow up question 

0944H: SC explained that it is not only for national elections 

 :OC chairperson was not satisfied but had no further questions 

0945H: OC vice chair asked where it will be based? 

 :SC answered that they will have a Regional scope  

0946H: OC Vice chair proceeded to inquiry. Would it not be too far for the scope? 

 :SC answered that they could have Subcommittee per council  

0947H: OC vice chair was satisfied. 

0949H: WIth 2 votes in favour and 3 votes not in favour, the resolution was quashed. 

0950H: presentation of last resolution 

0952H: The Chairwoman of the OC asked for a point of clarification that it is not necessary 

to mandate or establish another committee because there is a Scout Uniform and Insignia 

Committee 



0953H: The Sec of the Oc raised an inquiry on what are the qualifications of the 3 Scouts 

and 3 Scouters 

            The SC referred the question to the proponent crew,  

0955H: Privilege of Speech by Scout Aton stated that they should be knowledgeable and 

impartial.  

        The SC Chair added that it will be those Scouts and Scouters that deeply understands 

the guidelines. 

0956H: Scout Aton Privilege of Speech expressed that it will be the commitment of the 

involved Scouts and Scouters that will matter. 

           Satisfied but with suggestion that they can add or appoint a head for the committee to 

oversee and lead the group when it comes to decision making.  

0958H: OC Vice chair raised a clarification if this will be a national committee since it will be 

appointed by the National Office.  

            OC Vice chair raised a point of inquiry as to how often the committee will review the 

guidelines.  How will this committee be sustainable? 

1000H: The SC chair stated a timeline for the execution of the policy 

1001H: With 5 votes in favour, the resolution was adopted. 

1002H: The Secretary of the OC announced the approved resolutions.  

 :Adjourned plenary session 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY OF THE FOURTH PLENARY SESSION 

 

The 4th plenary session was called to order by the Presiding officer of the Steering Committee, 

Scout Kirsten Erica Tequillo at 0800H. The Steering committee then relinquished their power 

to the organizing committee. 

 

A total of 7 resolutions were presented by the steering committee to the organizing committee. 

1 resolution per crew was adopted. A total of 3 resolutions were adopted and 4 resolutions 

were quashed. 

 

The 4th plenary session was adjourned by 10am. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MINUTES OF THE 5TH PLENARY SESSION 

1020H-1100H 

 

Mary Seintheim Patnubay 

Chairman, Organizing Committee 

Presiding Officer 

 

The presiding officer instructed the observers to move out of the session room and the voting 

delegates to stay. After that, the presiding officer together with the secretary explained the 

rules and procedures for the election of the Scout representatives. The Voting delegates asked 

for clarifications about who is allowed to run. When there were no questions, the presiding 

officers then moved on to the election. 

 

1025H: The chairwoman of the OC opened the 5th plenary session 

            The Sec of the OC read the minutes of the previous session 

1026H: The minutes of the previous session were approved as read.  

1027H: The chairwoman of the OC clarified the guidelines for qualifications for the election. 

She explained that upon discussion with the committee that the voting delegates that are non 

outdoorsman scouts are granted with voting rights but not allowed to run as RSR 

1028H: The chairwoman of the OC gave her speech addressing the participants to vote for 

Visayas.  

1032H: Reading of the rules of procedure in the election. 

1035H: The table for nomination for the Regional Scout Represented was opened. 

             Scout Napuli was nominated by Scout Tequillo 

             Scout Napuli Accepted the nomination 

1036H: Scout Tirador nominated Scout Mendez 

             Scout Mendez accepted the nomination 

1036H: A point of inquiry regarding the minimum number of nominees was raised by Scout 

Bonifacio. 

            : The PO clarified 

1037H: Scout Tirador raised a motion to close the nomination and was seconded by the body 

1038H: Scout Napuli had her privilege of speech.  

1040H: Scout Mendez had his privilege of speech 

1042H: The OC chairwoman gave instructions regarding the election process.  

1044H: The OC distributed the voting ballots. And they were given 10 mins to cast their votes.  

1055H: The votes were casted.  

1105H: Sct. Mendez was declared as the newly elected RSR 

1105: Scout Tequillo raised a motion to adjourn the plenary session and seconded 

1106H: The OC Chair officially closed the 5th plenary session.  

 


